British Epigraphy Society Spring Meeting programme.
“Epigraphy and Frontiers”
Great North Museum: Hancock, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 18 May 2019

10am: Registration and coffee (provided)
10.30: Franco Luciani (Newcastle): “On the margins of civic territories in Roman Italy: defining, shifting and locating boundaries”
11.15: Sam Turner (Newcastle): “Early medieval frontiers”
12.00: Roger Tomlin (Oxford): “Recent finds of tablets from Vindolanda”
12.45-14.00: LUNCH (not provided)
14.00: Tour of GNM inscriptions led by Roger Tomlin
16.00: Ted Kaizer (Durham): “The epigraphy of Dura-Europos”
18.00: Drinks & Poster session in the School of History, Classics & Archaeology (Armstrong Building 2.49)
20.00: Dinner at Pani’s, 61-65 High Bridge, Newcastle Upon Tyne, NE1 6BX.

For any queries, please contact Simon Corcoran (Newcastle): simon.corcoran@ncl.ac.uk